10 VIRGIN PARABLE

1888 to 1988

100 Years "from BAD to WORSE!" PT 32. (LEFT OUT!) of EW 45.

THIS IS THE RECORD.

PAXTON called it an "ADVANCE!" We agree = an "ADVANCE!" into the Arms of "BABYLON!" Heading for the "PROMISED LAND" with Engines in REVERSE! Therefore the Lord calls "OTHERS!" TM 70 = to "FINISH THE WORK!" Will you be one = ??? To such the "10 VIRGIN PARABLE" is Dedicated.

READ THIS FIRST.


THE PUBLISHERS.

Ann DeMichael
2924 Penny Lane
Youngstown, OH 44515
THE STORY OF THE 10 VIRGIN PARABLE

is a Story of: "HISTORY REPEATED." It is a PARALLEL of the Fate of the "HOLY CITY" in the Days of Christ and His Apostles. Let's study the Ingredients:

A=in the Days of Christ = we had the PROUD and HAUGHTY "PHARISEES." The established "CHURCH."

AA=In our Day = the Prophet called the Church-Leaders = "PHARISEES!" T1:331. T3:193. (50 other References.)

B=the Ambition of the JEWS = was to shake off the ROMAN YOKE and set up their "HOLY CITY" as a Metropolitan, a World-Wide Center of Trade and Commerce= a Holy City of Church and State united. CHRIST poured cold Water on their Over-Heated ASPIRATIONS = telling them that they were ENSLAVED=BECAUSE=OF=THEIR=SINS.

BB=PHARISEE FROM = in his Battle with SADDUCEE WIELAND = which is the Way of 100% PHARISEES = is to DENY that they made ANY MISTAKE = EVER! This is their PRESUMPTION = NEVER admit any ERROR = NEVER! Not in 1888 = not after 1888 = not EVER! This is known as: "TRADITION!" That makes the Word of God of NON-EFFECT! "He began to say unto His Disciples FIRST=OF=ALL = BEWARE ye of the leaven of the PHARISEES, which is HYPOCRISY." (Luke 12:1. Matt. 16:12.) ...The SAME influences are working To-day...THE GLORIFICATION of THEMSELVES was the object of their lives. It was THIS that led them (TO CHANGE!) to PERVERT and MISAPPLY the Scriptures, and BLINDED them...TO-DAY, as of Old...the LONGING for HUMAN APPROVAL." DA 408-9.

C=CHRIST WARNED the ambitious JEWS = to pull in their Horns = or be Wiped off the Face of the Earth. The SAME WARNING is extent To-day. "...said Christ, "but the END [of the JEWISH NATION as a NATION] is not yet ...are SIGNS of their DESTRUCTION!" DA 628-9. 639, 739. (RH 3:336-8, 342-4, 632, 633. RH 4:156, 341-2.)

CC=As the Adventist is BLIND to the TRUTH of the ANNIHILATION of the COUNTERFEIT State of ISRAEL = going along with HAL LINDSEY and FALWELL = BILLY GRAHAM and WALTER MARTIN = SO ALSO they are BLIND leaders of the BLIND = when they fail to see(Until we EXPOSED it in OAKHURST, CALIFORNIA in 1959) = "JERUSALEM is a representation of what THE CHURCH WILL BE if it refuses to walk in the LIGHT that God has given...OUR CHURCHES...OUR INSTITUTIONS...HAVE FAILED...moving in the SAME TRACK as JERUSALEM." T8:67. NL 12. PK 417. T4:167. RH 2:89. RH 4:520. SM 2:378. (and 20 MORE!)
DD=CHRIST WARNED THE JEWS = "...there shall not be left ONE STONE upon ANOTHER!" Mark 13:2. "THEN will I make this House like SHILOH, and will make this City a CURSE...DESOLATE without an Inhabitant...ZION shall be PLOWED like a FIELD, and JERUSALEM shall become HEAPS..." Jer.26:6,9,18. Mic.3:12.

DD=will FROM's DREAM come True? BEAT the "ROMANS" in the "LOUD CRY!" Or did he TRY to "GIVE" the "LOUD CRY!" in ECUMENICAL UNION with the BAAL-PRIESTS? What a Mess! "KEY '73."

E=THE PREDICTIONS POINT to a "SEALING" of 144,000. Of 12 Tribes of Israel. 10 TRIBES OF ISRAEL are "LOST!" Nothing daunting = the Tribe of "JUDAH" was ALL and EVERYTHING = they HEAPED all the PREDICTIONS to THEMSELVES!

EE="TRADITIONAL ADVENTISM" is the SAME. They are going to be the 12 Tribes of Israel = the 144,000 = ALL=BY THEMSELVES! Forgetting that: "TRIBE AFTER TRIBE...UNITED with the COMMANDMENT-KEEPING "PEOPLE OF GOD." T8:41 While: "COMPANY after COMPANY"=(entire Adventist Churches)...JOINED THE FOE!" T8:41. GC 608. T6:144, 146.61. T5:501. 31. T8:69,154,95. PK 298,280. RH 3:473. RH 4:364,579.

F=Among the JEWS = we have RED BOLSHEVIK ZIONISTS = and Religious Hebrews.

FF=In the so-called:"CHURCH" = we have the 2 Factions also. Known as "WISE" and "FOOLISH". There will be no "LOUD CRY" = until the 2 are "SEPARATED!" "TWO DISTINCT PARTIES, formed from a COMPANY that was once United!" RH 5:341. Sept.19 1893. BRISBIN 24. (BRISBIN BOOK now available from: A.VERNE BATES, 890 Hitching Post Rd., GRANTS PASS, OR 97526. $2.50 US)

G=in "EVENTS" and in their "ORDER" = we knew there was a "LOUD CRY." And BEFORE the "LOUD CRY" there was a "MIDNIGHT CRY." "THE STORY OF THE 10 VIRGIN PARABLE" is a Story of Matt. 25:1. "In the PARABLE of the 10 Virgins, Matthew 25, the experience of ADVENTISTS is illustrated..."and went FORTH to meet the Bridegroom." ...
The preaching of the FIRST Message in 1843, and of the "MIDNIGHT CRY" in 1844..." 1884 GC 242-3,247. (GC 392-8.)But then they went into a LOOONG "SLEEP" called:"THE TARRYING TIME" = 1884 GC 241 to 247.(Why were the CHAPTER HEADINGS LEFT OUT of your GC 391 to 398? Were we not to know that the "CHURCH" would go into a LOOONG "SLEEP?" )"SLEEPING Preachers preach-

GG=THAT IF THEY KEEP ON SLEEPING THE WAY THEY ARE: They will: "SLEEP the SLEEP of DEATH!" T8:304. "SLEEP ON to their Everlasting RUIN!" TM 182. "SLEEP a little longer...their DESTRUCTION is CERTAIN!" T1:263. "For the turning away of the SIMPLE shall SLAY them, and the PROSPERITY of FOOLS shall DESTROY them." SG 4:61. "While the BRIDEGROOM TARRIED, they ALL slumbered and slept." Matt.25:5. 1884 GC 248. T5:709.

H=WATCH CAREFULLY! AFTER the LOOONG SLEEP = the Bible Record has it that: "A CRY" was heard. Matt.25:6. "AT MIDNIGHT!" = could that be from STANDISH=WIELAND =FERRELL=SPEARS=OSBORNE=KEEHNEL=PARKS=or anyone else that holds MEMBERSHIP in the CHURCH = ??? "IN THE LAST HOURS OF PROBATION...CARELESS and STUPID, and MINISTERS have NO POWER to AROUSE them, they are A-SLEEP THEMSELVES!" T2:337.

HH=It is a HOPELESS condition. There is only one Remedy. "A CRY!" from OUTSIDE of THEM! Isn't that what it says? Very plainly! Many Children have found = RAISED in a certain environment = once they get OUT in the World - they can first see CLEARLY the DIFFERENCE. NEW people = NEW habits = NEW styles = NEW foods = even a NEW RELIGION. Many HEATHEN = like CORNELIUS = instructed by an ANGEL = to send men to JOPPA and visit PETER = to come out of DARKNESS into the glorious LIGHT of the GOSPEL. AA 132-4. So the ADVENTIST, in "MIDNIGHT DARKNESS" = sound ASLEEP must be AWAKENED! to save his Soul the Lord sends a "CRY!" = at "MIDNIGHT." Matt. 25:6. It is a MYSTERIOUS, BEFORE=UNHEARD=OF: "PROCESSION!" OOL 406. PETER went as a MISSIONARY to the HOME of CORNELIUS. AA 137.

THE PROPHET SAID

In the Last moment of Time - we may be called to the: "FURTHEST CORNERS OF THE EARTH" = to give the Message that will be received with a great deal more RESPECT than from the "SABBATARIAN JEWS" = AA 136-145. "THE NEWLY ORGANIZED CHURCH" was "HIS CHURCH on the Earth." AA 163-4. This will fill the "UNBELIEVING JEWS with ENVY and HATRED!" AA 178-9.

THAT GOD WILL CALL A "PROCESSION" =

"A MOVEMENT SHALL COME!" GC 464. Also called the:"11th
Hour men." COL 399. SM 2:16. Because: "MANY of the MINISTERS are HALF-PARALYZED." SM 2:380. And have that: "CHEAP "FAITH" unsupported by WORKS!" SM 2:381. We should:"AWAKE from the DEAD!!" SM 2:382. The "APOSTASY WILL INCREASE!... (and we will End up with:)... TWO OPPOSING PARTIES." SM 2:383. The "NAME" of "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS" will not help very much. SM 2:385. Not when they SELL-OUT at this very Time to: "A SPURIOUS SABBATH." SM 2:385. GC 608.

THAT IS WHEN

AND THAT IS WHY: The Lord will raise up "ANOTHER PEOPLE!" = "OTHERS!" = and then these "LEADERS... act like men who have LOST-THEIR-REASON!" TM 70. At this very Time go to: "LAW... seek to bring the LAW to bear... He has NO USE... for TWO-SIDED MEN!" SM 2:152-3. HYPOCRITES and DECOYS. Such will go to "CALAPHAS" = (WILSON) = as did JUDAS. DA 722. To have the ROMANS slap the HANDCUFFS on those who will NOT Teach that "SPAWN OUT!" means "GOING THROUGH!" = 144,000 Strong! No, they will not Teach anything like that... they will not belong to that "SYNOGOGUE" of TM 16 = either. Not for long.

THEY WILL BE 'WISE' ENOUGH to "JOIN" that "PROCESSION!" COL 406. THIS "10 VIRGIN PARABLE" found in:

R&H August 19, August 26, 1890. ST August 6, August 13, 1894. R&H September 17, 1895. Y1 January 16, January 30, 1896. R&H October 31, 1899. A Sign of Inspiration! Each one has a little more "LIGHT" on the entrancing Subject. Because THIS IS= the "LAST MESSAGE" for the Sabbatarian World = BEFORE the "LOUD CRY." Because no "FOOL" will be given the Commission to have ANY PART in the "LOUD CRY!" This was PROVEN in FROOM'S FIASCO = "MISSION-KEY '73." THE DISGRACE of the 20th. Century. Going to give the "LAST MESSAGE" with BILLY BABYLON GRAHAM. "HELL-BELIEVER" and PORK-EATER = his Day = "KEY '73." Adventists also ran... since WIELAND stood back = and let it Happen... also STANDISH. And some other BUMS... who now PRESUME to still "LEAD!" into WHAT? We know WHAT = "So APOSTASY in "THE CHURCH" will prepare the Way for the "IMAGE TO THE BEAST!" GC 444. (And now that you come to such a Subject as this = READ and MARK = BEFORE and AFTER to see just HOW it will be done) = (1988) = "It was APOSTASY... to seek the Aid of the ("LAW!") of the CIVIL GOVERNMENT." GC 443. (1973)= "EVANGELICAL ALLIANCE ("WHAT
When this shall be gained, THEN it will be only a STEP (in 1988) to RESORT to FORCE! When the LEADING CHURCHES of the United States, ("KEY '73")=UNITING upon such Points of Doctrine ("I AM SAVED" = "BY FAITH ALONE!" GC 471. 1884 GC 278, 300-2.) such Points of Doctrine as are held by them IN COMMON shall influence the STATE (1988) to ENFORCE their DECREES and SUSTAIN their INSTITUTIONS, THEN=THEN=THEN PROTESTANT AMERICA will have FORMED=AN=IMAGE...and the INFLICTION OF CIVIL PENALTIES will inevitably result." GC 445. "THEN=THEN=THEN the TRUE CHURCH will be assailed by PERSECUTION...The BEAST with Lamb-like HORNs..." 1884 GC 278-9. (1988 WILSON)="When "BRETHREN" manifest the SPIRIT of the DRAGON, to make WAR upon those who BELIEVE that God has communicated LIGHT and COMFORT to them through the "TESTIMONIES", it is TIME for the Brethren and Sisters to assert their LIBERTY and perfect FREEDOM of CONSCIENCE...Here is where THOUSANDS will make SHIPWRECK of "FAITH." T4:245-6. T5:462. T1:341. EW 69. B7:62-4.

(Do you begin to see why THEY=DARE=NOT=START to "PROVE" a "PROPHET" = not by some CATHOLIC RAMIK = but by WHAT= DID=SHE=PREDICT? Which they DARE=NOT=TOUCH with a 10-Foot POLE!)

And if some SPEARS=STANDISH=WIELAND=would BEGIN = they would go only as FAR = as the LEASH fastened to their NECKS! The CONFERENCE might not PAY them any more = nor come to: "DEDICATE" their INSTITUTIONS! They might even Throw them in the SLAMMER! (If they taught as they SHOULD!) "...then, SUDDENLY as the LIGHTING FLASHES from the HEAVENS, will come the END of their BRIGHT VISIONS and DELUSIVE HOPES." GC 338-9. 1884 GC 209-10.

"ACT LIKE MEN WHO HAVE LOST THEIR REASON!" TM 70

"In every "REVIVAL" (SATAN) is ready to bring in those who are UNSANCTIFIED in Heart and UNBALANCED in MIND. When these have accepted "SOME" Points of Truth, and GAINED A PLACE with believers, he works through THEM to introduce THEORIES (DRUG THEORIES=WAR THEORIES="I AM SAVED!" THEORIES=CHURCH WILL GIVE THE "LOUD CRY" THEORIES=SLOVENLY THEORIES=) = (BABYLON) THEORIES that will deceive the UNWARE...The great deceiver will profess "ANYTHING!" 1884 GC 244. GC 396.
WILSON THEORIES
PIERSON caved-in under PRESSURE when WILSON wanted to bring in the LAW into CHURCH AFFAIRS. WILSON, who could give STUBBORN LESSONS to a MULE = who was DROWNED with INFORMATION = but STARVED for KNOWLEDGE = should have put his Brain in Motion before he put his Mouth in Gear = chose to Tinker with Legal Machinery = stepping on the GAS-PEDAL without knowing where the BRAKES were. Happily humming to himself as each screeching Mile-Post went by = Oblivious to the threatening Clouds of Darkness and the Lightening Bolts illuminating the Precipice that is drawing near = Opening it's Mouth to receive him.

THE CLIMAX IS
that as "Ye do unto OTHERS = SO shall it be done to YOU again!" But there is no "GOLDEN RULE" in his Book. Nor would it be Safe for him to take a "LIE-DETECTOR'S TEST!" (Just as the Prophet PREDICTED! we better pay better attention to the PROPHET!) They would go to the "CATHOLICS" to bring the LAW against the "SAINTS!" This was one of the "VERBOTEN" Books, that we had re-printed for us before and after 1958. MAGEN and SPAULDING p.1,2.

"A DRAGON'S MOUTH(TM 39. RH 3:77.)...I saw the NOMINAL Church and NOMINAL Adventists, (Adventists and Awakeners) LIKE JUDAS, (T5:690. T6:18. TH 6:302.) would Betray us to the CATHOLICS(RAMIK) to obtain their influence to come AGAINST the TRUTH. The SAINTS (We do not believe they are called "SAINTS" until AFTER they are SEALED!) THE SAINTS then will be an OBSCURE people, LITTLE KNOWN to the CATHOLICS...But BEFORE their DECREE bring or bear Fruit, the SAINTS will be DELIVERED by the "VOICE OF GOD." Magen 1,2.

KNOW YOUR ENEMY!
(A) WOMEN'S RIGHTS = "BETRAYAL" and WILSON
(B) RON NUMBERS and WILSON.
(C) RAE and WILSON AGREED!
(D) PAID FORD to "PROVE" it!
(E) Also COITRELL = also GRAYBILL.
(F) Also BRINSMEAD = also now calling FREE-WHEELING "INDEPENDENTS" to make a DEAL with THEM! 1988.
(G) HUNGARIAN AFFAIR = WCC and WILSON.
(H) DAVENPORT and WILSON.
(I) STOCK MARKET and DAVENPORT.
HOW MUCH WAS LOST = "BLACK MONDAY?" MILLIONS?
HARRIS PINE MILLS = FIASCO!
LLU CONSOLIDATION = BOTCH!
R&H OFFICES = BOTCH! Loss of MILLIONS!
"TRADEMARK CHURCH" and RAMIK.
REAGAN-WILSON and CATHOLICS!
ADVENTISTS WORK on SABBATH in RED and BLACK WORLDS!
Send their Children to SCHOOL!
PAY TITHIE to RED REGIMES.
SDA MINISTERS trained by BOLSHEVIKS!
WORSE YET! BY PENTECOSTAL "HOLY ROLLERS!" SM 2:31 -55.
As he goes from "A" to "Z" = from the "ALPHA" of 1903 = to the "OMEGA" = to the END of his TETHER = when God will call a "HALT!!" Any Day now...

WILL YOU STAY WITH HIM OR GET "OUT!"

Lest ye partake of their SINS and receive of their PLAGUES! And held ACCOUNTABLE for that 2 BILLION $ DEBT. Cannot imagine ANYONE wanting that "NAME!"
"ARouse your ASSOCIATES to work under some (OTHER!) NAME whereby they may be ORGANIZED!" T6:267, 116, 139, 263, 332, 80. 1900. T2:711. TM 366. Magen 163. SM 1:204-5. "The Lord God shall SLAY thee and call His Servants by ANOTHER NAME!" "A NAME which the Lord God shall GIVE THEE!" "It is a MISERABLE DELUSION to have ONLY a NAME!" "NO DENOMINATIONAL "NAME" HAS ANY VIRTUE TO BRING US INTO FAVOR WITH GOD!" "THESE DUMB DOGS...ALL PERISH TOGETHER!" T5:211-2.

TRADITION

TRADITION has it that "THE CHURCH" will be SEALED = 144,000 STRONG = and go out and bring in such HORDES= MOBS=that EGW called "FLOCKS and HERDS" = PT (45), 64, (79). RH 1:21.(1,000 a DAY!)= that they cannot be "NUMBERED!" THAT IS TRADITION! THIS IS what we OPPOSE because CHRIST MET TRADITION' = HEAD-ON! It cost Him His Life = the President of the Conference had MORE POWER than He did!

OUR RELIGION

is "MY FIRST VISION." Everything AFTER THAT was based on THAT! THAT IS WHY the FIRST THING printed on this Press was the "1846 BROADSIDE." (3 of the first Vision s.)

"TO THE LITTLE REMNANT SCATTERED ABROAD."

They are "LITTLE" = they are "SCATTERED" = they are
the "REMNANT."

MY FIRST VISION: is an Overview of the START of the SEALING of the 144,000 to their TRANSLATION to Heaven without seeing Death = all the way thru to after the 1,000 year MILLENNIUM to the "HOLY CITY" coming down and the NEW EARTH.

MY FIRST VISION: is concerned with a "PATH" = a BRIGHT LIGHT illuminates the FULL LENGTH of the PATH all the way to the "HOLY CITY." It is the SEALING. "...the BEGINNING of the PATH, which an Angel told me was the MIDNIGHT CRY." EW 14. WTF 12,14. 76:265. FCE 340.

(As Time went on = fuller Visions only ADDED to the LIGHT given in "MY FIRST VISION.") HENCE the MAJOR IMPORT of the "10 VIRGIN PARABLE: as they respond to the "MIDNIGHT CRY." And there we are met by "THE SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN" who are also found in Rev.3:8 = TM 16 = whose END is to "BOW at the Saint's feet" = EW 15. WTF 12,14. EW 30,124. Now that over HALF the Adventist World keep SUNDAY on XMAS and EASTER and WORK on the SABBATH and send their Children to School on the Sabbath in the RED and BLACK WORLDS. With the Blessing of the WCC and WILSON = we have "NEW LIGHT in the DIFFERENCE between the 144,000 and those "HOWLING IN AGONY!" "I asked who this Company were. The Angel said, "These are they who have ONCE kept the SABBATH and have given it up." EW 37. Ew 124 refers to them as: "HIRELING PRIESTS!" So we have a little more LIGHT as we go along. This, of course = we understand to mean, is the DIVISION between the WISE and the FOOLISH before the "LOUD CRY!" So we want ALL the evidence we can obtain leading us FROM the BEGINNING of the SEALING to the 144,000 standing on the Sea of Glass. WE WARN ALL = to BEWARE of SENTENCES cut in HALF = WORDS added or changed = misleading TITLES ADDED that throw us off Balance. And any other INTERFERENCE by MAN...(not knowing who "CHURCH" is...) = THE MAIN FEATURE IS = which "CHURCH" and which "MIDNIGHT CRY" are we talking about? The one in 1843-4 or the FINAL ONE? There is only ONE that ENDS with a "SHUT DOOR!" That is why SATAN has raised such a "SHUT DOORS."

WE REPEAT

There is only ONE "MIDNIGHT CRY" that ENDS with a "SHUT DOOR!" and that one is YET TO COME = unless we are in the MIDDLE=OF=IT. We will not know when we are in it = for the SEALING comes: "SILENTLY, UNNOTICED as the
MIDNIGHT THIEF..." GC 491. 1884 GC 315. "...the inhabitants of the Earth will know-it=NOT!" GC 615. Some know more than the Devil!

(The Devil)="DOES NOT KNOW!"

"...does not KNOW that their Cases have been DECIDED in the Sanctuary above." GC 618. 1884. GC 435. (READ the inside Cover of the "PARABLE" itself to see if FROOM=ANDERSON=the WHITE ESTATE or GERMAN REFORM were RIGHT about the "MIDNIGHT CRY" completed, or the "SEALING" started = in 1844. Or are they as:"DRY as the Hills of GILBOA!" SM 2:127. T6:417. "MY FIRST VISION" was DECEMBER 1844. SDA-BC 10:1406.) EW 19. LS 67. WTF 17.

MY 2nd. VISION: "In Feb. 1845, I had a VISION of EVENTS commencing with the MIDNIGHT CRY." 1846 BROADSIDE (last Panel 4.)

MY 3rd. VISION: "About 4 months since I had a VISION of EVENTS all in the FUTURE." 1846 BROADSIDE. There the Prophet stood in the Middle = "EVENTS" beginning with the SEALING = MIDNIGHT CRY = clear to the SEA OF GLASS = on to after the HOLY CITY comes down to the NEW EARTH. "EVENTS" all in the "FUTURE" starts right out with "THE TIME OF TROUBLE." and into "THE VOICE OF GOD." (All AFTER PROBATION" has Closed.) And to emphasize that DOUBLE = she REPEATS when the 4 Angels "CEASE TO HOLD THE 4 WINDS."

WE FAIL TO SEE HOW ANYONE would DARE to deal with "EVENTS" in their "ORDER" without using the "1846 BROADSIDE" as a MAJOR SOURCE. Then perhaps = unlike FROOM=WILSON=WAGGONER=EVA=HAM-MILL=(1980)=they might just MAYBE get STRAIGHT on the "SANCTUARY TRUTHS." For it was PRIMARILY the CONCERN of the PROPHET = (and this is where the WHOLE CHURCH was led astray since the alleged:"AWAKENING" came to America with "WAGGONER=WAGGONER=WAGGONER" and "JUSTIFICATION by FAITH" in the "OUTER COURT!" FOLLOWED by the SAME DELUSION by HARDINGE in the General Conference Session = 1970.) For the most part they do not know what was "PIPED or HARPED!"

"DANIEL SPAKE AND SAID, I SAW..."

"I beheld till the THRONES were cast down, and the Ancient of days did sit... Daniel 7:2,9. Rev. 4:2. (With no "BREATH" in his Body. Daniel 10:17. God the Father gave that Vision. God the Son picked up that
Theme and gave: "The Testimony of Jesus...!" (Also with no: "BREATH: in the Body." ...into the HOLY of Holies... THERE I SAW THRONEs that I had never seen before..." (She never saw them before because they were never set before 1844.) 1846 BROADSIDE.

"I TURNED TO LOOK...AND SAW..."

"...the ADVENT PEOPLE...They had a BRIGHT LIGHT set up behind them, at the BEGINNING of the PATH, (AT THE BEGINNING OF THE "SEALING." ) which an Angel told me was the MIDNIGHT CRY."

THE MIDNIGHT CRY.


AS EVERYONE KNOWS:

(Or ought to know:) = the "LOUD CRY" is the:"LATTER RAIN = REFRESHING." T1:183. EW 271. There is: "A MOVE-MENT shall COME!" GC 464. This will cause: "THE PEOPLE OF GOD"= T1:179. RH 1:32. To "SEPARATE!" and call for: "SEPARATION!" from the Adventist Church. And accept: "SPECIAL TRUTHS!" 1884 GC 296. But BEFORE the "LATTER RAIN" = there is a Message that "SWELLS INTO" the "LOUD CRY."

THE THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE

The "MAJORITY" of (WM. MILLER) "ADVENTISTS" rejected the THIRD ANGEL'S "MOST HOLY PLACE" SANCTUARY TRUTHS IN 1844. 1884 GC 290. This is the "ANCHOR" that will "KEEP US" from the "MANY DELUSIONS" of these Last Days. EW 254-6. This History was "REPEATED" as the FROOM=ANDER-SON=WIELAND "AWAKENING" of 1960 took us BACK OUT of the "SANCTUARY" ENTIRELY! Right "OUT" into the "OUTER COURT"= there their "CHARTS" gave us "JUSTIFICATION!" by "BABYLON'S" so-called:"FAITH ALONE!" REPEATED by HARDINGE in 1970. By EVA=HAMILL=WILSON in 1980. ONE SIGN of this APOSTASY is repeated "TIME-SETTING." 1884 GC 290-1. GC 457. "SHEPHERD'S ROD" set "TIME" in 1959, 1960. The "AWAKENING" clustered around that same Date = 1960. DAISY MEYERS=AL FRIEND=BRINSMED=WRIGHT-HOPE TAYLOR. WRIGHT=1962. GROTHEER=1967. FROOM=1973. WOLFE- PAC=ALSETH=STAHLMANN=BUHLER=1987. Sorry? No. They TRY AGAIN!

MOST HOLY PLACE

It does not say you receive the "UNHOLY INFLUENCE OF
OF SATAN" by what you PRETEND TO believe PRIVATELY! It says you lend your "INFLUENCE" to the "ENEMIES" of God = (EW 43) = and Bow down WITH THEM! and receive "the UN-HOLY INFLUENCE" of SATAN! EW 56. "AT ONCE!" 1846 BROADSIDE (Last Panel.) Then Watch them go from DELUSION to DELUSION = from TIME-SETTING to TIME-SETTING. THRILLED at all the "NEW LIGHT": they are gathering to themselves. "UNSTABLE-IN-ALL-THEIR-WAYS!" The 2 go together. Men who Teach the SAME as they do on Major Points = or else stand NEUTRAL = turning NEUTRALITY into a "RELIGION" as WAGGONER did = or as WIELAND did - will do EXACTLY as ELLEN WHITE SAID = go over to: "FREE-LOVISM!"(WAGGONER and "SPIRITUAL WIVES!") T8:292. "ALL ARE HOLY!"(BRINSMEAD.) "LOVE-UNLIMITED!" (HEPPENSTALL.) SM 2:26-9. Ev.600-2. WIELAND pops up with an Article for the WORLD in "SIGNS OF THE TIMES" -APRIL FOOL SPECIAL = 1985 = "SALVATION: Easy or Difficult?" = CONCLUSION? "EASY to be SAVED, "HARD" to be LOST! That's what Jesus said, WHY?..."good news."p.10. Following the Pattern of Modern Double-Tongued "SCHOLARSHIP" = he swings back and forth but in the End = MOST who read that JUNK will conclude SALVATION is "EASY!" The MAJORITY will be DELIGHTED! at this "PLEASING FABLE." And go on believing in their "HELL!" = the Word he uses at least 10 Times without a Hint to let them know he DOES NOT BELIEVE it the way they do - so they will GO ON BELIEVING a LIE! This is the Best that WIELAND can do = ???(COURTESY of Brother LEE of ROCHESTER.)

THE EARLY RAIN
if NONE can take Part in the "LATTER RAIN"="LOUD CRY"= unless they FIRST accept the "EARLY RAIN"="EARLY SHOWERS"= then it certainly behooves us to Sharpen our Pencils to learn what the "EARLY SHOWERS" are = if it means we CANNOT accept the "LAST MESSAGE"=(which is the "LOUD CRY")=unless we accept the "EARLY RAIN"=

WE HAVE ONE GOOD CLUE
SM 2:66=We have: "THE MESSAGE TO THE LAODICEANS...to Seventh-day Adventists..." SM 2:67=(The next Page.)= "And AFTER these things, I saw ANOTHER ANGEL(The "LOUD CRY" Angel of Rev. 18."BABYLON THE GREAT IS FALLEN...")

WHICH IS THE "EARLY RAIN??"
EW 271=SAME SUBJECT ="STRAIGHT TESTIMONY...TO THE
For the first time in 40 years - we replied to requests for all "ALL" the "PHILADELPHIAN" Statements in the testimonies. THIS ONE SHEET OF PAPER was part of a fuller PUBLICATION #334. (Now out of Print.)

Elder Howard Lee and other Elders and Researchers wanted to evaluate the Teaching of Rev. 3:7-22 = does LAODICEA or PHILADELPHIA emerge as the Church "TRIUMPHANT?" What did the SPIRIT OF PROPHECY actually Teach = ???

In this regard = it should be remembered that the Term: "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST CHURCH" does NOT appear in GC = PK = PP = COL = AA = DA = SC = and other Books.

**THEREFORE** = when she said: "CHURCH" or "THE CHURCH" = which "CHURCH" = did she mean = ??? If she meant "SDA CHURCH" = why did she not say so = was she short of INK?

Or was there a DELIBERATE PURPOSE in just saying:"CHURCH?"

OLD INDEX = PHILADELPHIAN CHURCH = MESSAGE TO = T8:303.

(Only ONE reference = ??? Well! Well! Well!)

NEW INDEX = ANY BETTER = ??? No. There it is: "SYMBOLIC!"

(Of 2 references given = one is GC 430. Why don't you look this one up for yourself to see if it is a "CHURCH" that came forth = was BORN in 1844 = or was it only a "CONDITION" = "SYMBOLIC" = or "MIRAGE"?"

The Destiny of your Soul could depend on the Answer = and does this "CHURCH" go thru to the End? Is it still there in the person of 144,000 when LAODICEA is no more?

(We will underline the more important References.)

It will be a Pleasure to set this forth =

"THE TESTIMONIES TO THE CHURCH" = by EGW:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BK</th>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>59. (LAODICEA CONDEMNED=181-2,185-195,198,331.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BK</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>(LAODICEA CONDEMNED=36,489.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BK</td>
<td>(3)</td>
<td>(LAODICEA CONDEMNED=251-293.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BK</td>
<td>(4)</td>
<td>(LAODICEA CONDEMNED=87,88,166.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BK</td>
<td>(5)</td>
<td>297,475-6,752-3. (LAODICEA CONDEMNED=101,210-6,233,484-5,682.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BK</td>
<td>(6)</td>
<td>15. (LAODICEA CONDEMNED=77,144,166,262,405,408,426.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BK</td>
<td>(7)</td>
<td>(LAODICEA CONDEMNED=67,200.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BK</td>
<td>(8)</td>
<td>303. (LAODICEA CONDEMNED=104,247-251,304)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BK</td>
<td>(9)</td>
<td>182.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


(LAODICEA CONDEMNED=309-310,388.)


(LAODICEA CONDEMNED=337-350.)

It should be noted that =

- 1 -
"Here are they that keep the commandments of God = (That leaves BRINSEAD-FORD the "NEW THEOLOGY" and all the ADVENTIST GRADUATES from BABYLON'S SEMINARIES OUT! They come with the "COMMANDMENTS" = CAN NOT = NEED NOT = be kept = it is IMPOSSIBLE! Besides it would be: "LEGALISM!") And we must not offend any BABYLONIAN and admit that we are "LEGALISTS" in the sense that WEBSTER defines the Word: "CONFORMING TO "LAW!" = could we? "TRUE" people of God do not go by any Definition or "TRADITION" of those who are only "PROFESSED" people of God! Nor are they ashamed to be called: "CULT!" by "HOLY ROLLER CHARISMATIC TONGUES" MARTIN or LAW-HATING BARNHOUSE who died on the Operating Table with something still wrong in his head! Praise the Lord who promised to UNMASK "ALL!" GC 606. Even the TRUTH that WIELAND-STANDISH and other HIRELINGS will NEVER BELIEVE, TEACH, OR UNDERSTAND = that in the "LAST WORK" = God will not accept the "GREAT MEN" nor their Definitions. "HE CANNOT USE THEM!" = not in the "SHAKING-TESTING TIME." Who does He use? T5:80-1. ("HIDDEN ONES!") Look for that "TWICE!" also called: "FAITHFUL ONES!" WIELAND will NEVER QUOTE that they are NOT going to "CHURCH" = AT ALL! T8:251. Because another: "MOVEMENT SHALL COME!" GC 464 (1884 GC 296.)

When DECOYS AND COUNTERFEITS ARE "SLAIN" = when "PEACE and SAFETY" = "DUMB DOGS" = "ALL PERISH TOGETHER" = T5:211-2 = 144,000 will TRIUMPH from the whole world = not the "NAME" of URIAH SMITH'S "LAST-LOST-FOOLISH VIRGIN "SYNAGOGUE" = TM 16. Rev.3:9. But the "NAME" = "THE INDELIBLE MARK" = "THEIR DESTINATION" = "GOD, NEW JERUSALEM" = "THIS SEAL" = found ONLY under "PHILADELPHIA" = TM 446 and 100 other References including Rev.3:12.14:1.22:4.

0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0

Of course we do not expect those who are STONE "BLIND" = nor any "BLIND LEADERS of the BLIND" = to all at one "SEE!" We leave the BLIND with the URIAH SMITH'S-FROOMS=WIELANDS. Who let (or CALLED!) = the "AWAKENING" to come to America with "NO EFFORT" = "THE CURSE OF WORKS" = and "JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH" = in the alleged "OUTER COURT" = 1960. HARDINGE in 1970 = R&H June 19, 1970.p.20. Did WIELAND-STANDISH OBJECT = ??? OR will they tell you = the Lord will choose "OTHERS!" TM 70. ST 4:62. "He will take His Holy Spirit FROM the Church, and give it to "OTHERS!" RH 3:18,248,273,275,473,527. (Due to our agitation = we had the VAULTS progressively OPENED UP = that which the DIE-HARD "WIELANDS" will NEVER quote!)}
NOT GIVE "PHILADELPHIA" A LITTLE FINGER = NOT OVER THEIR DEAD BODY! "A WORD TO THE LITTLE FLOCK" = 12-4 (Footnotes)
(That the "URIAH SMITHS" would not Print for 25 years!)
"THE TESTIMONIES TO MINISTERS" = 107,444,446.
(LAODICEA CONDEMNED = 130.)

"THE DESIRE OF AGES" = 113,549.
(LAODICEA CONDEMNED = 161,280.)

"PROPHETS AND KINGS" = 591.

"MINISTRY OF HEALING" = 421,516.
(THE LAST PAGE HAS PHILADELPHIA FOLLOWING LAODICEA!)

"CHRIST'S OBJECT LESSONS" = 117,414.
(LAODICEA TO BUY OF PHILADELPHIA! 117.)
(LAODICEA CONDEMNED = 158,235.)

"THE ACTS OF THE APOSTLES" = 588-592. (Yes! every Page!)
(LAODICEA CONDEMNED = 587 = this is a clear-cut Message:
So we see in AA 587 = as we also saw in MH 516 = NOT A MESSAGE TO THE LAODICEAN CHURCH AS A CHURCH = but only to the INDIVIDUAL TO OPEN THE LAODICEAN DOOR AND SLIP OUT!

TO GET AWAY FROM:
"False Teachers...urged their HERESIES...FALSE DOCTRINES.
...The Church was DEFECTIVE...[Therefore in Mercy the Lord sends a Message = NOT to the "FALLEN STARS" p.586 = but =] to every PENITENT believer. "Behold, I stand at the Door and Knock." The Lord declares;"if any man [clearly NOT the Church but the INDIVIDUAL!"]"if any man hear My Voice, and OPEN the DOOR, I will come in to HIM, and will sup with HIM, and he with Me." AA 587.

NOTICE NOW = this then goes from the LAODICEAN CONDITION and CHURCH to the PHILADELPHIAN CONDITION and CHURCH. And it is THESE that are KEPT in the Hour of Temptation = who BECOME the 144,000 SEALED SAINTS = THE REMNANT CHURCH = HIS NAME shall be in their FOREHEADS = from LAODICEA = AA 587 = to AA 588,589,590,591,592 = each page is PHILADELPHIA out of LAODICEA = into "THE CHURCH TRIUMPHANT" = AA 593 = with continuing Blessings to the END of the BOOK. As does MH 516...
"FUNDAMENTALS OF CHRISTIAN EDUCATION" = 179,294. (Find this Church = join her!)

"EARLY WRITINGS" = 15,30,31,254,42,86,124,250-1.
   (LAODICEA CONDEMNED=107.)

"SELECTED MESSAGES" = Book One = 56,63,74.
   (LAODICEA CONDEMNED=127,357,370,387,413-4.)

"SELECTED MESSAGES" = Book Two = 380,385.

"SERIES B 7" = (LAODICEA CONDEMNED=13,38-40,56-8,61-4.
   (I am not listing 1/10th of these.........)

"SPIRITUAL GIFTS" = Book Two = 32. (LAODICEA CONDEMNED=214,
   229,230,283-5,262,299,300.)

"I saw that when the MESSENGERS...bear a plain, pointed TESTIMONY. They should keep up the DISTINCTION between the CHURCH of Jesus Christ, and formal, DEAD PROFESSORS." SG 2:299.

"The people are ASLEEP in their sins, and need to be alarmed...God's servants must bear a POINTED TESTIMONY. It will CUT the natural heart, and=develop=CHARACTER." SG 2:299,300.

SG 3+4: (Center Section)= (LAODICEA CONDEMNED=35-37.)
SG 4:29. (LAODICEA CONDEMNED=13,26-37,149.)

(THE INDEX: Does not require a DIRECT QUOTE to be listed as an approved Reference. IF=WE=USED=THAT=METHOD = we would have so many References we would not know what to do with them all.)

It is the POINTED TESTIMONY that will bring up the people to DECIDE. A PEACEFUL testimony will not do this...There is as great a DIFFERENCE in our Faith and that of NOMINAL PROFESSORS, as the HEAVENS are HIGHER than the EARTH." SG 2:299,300.

We are not guessing any more when we can tell you there are over 100 "PHILADELPHIAN" References in the "Spirit of Prophecy" Books. If we go through all the Books, we would easily have over 200. And if we one ADMIT the Adventist Church is in "MIDNIGHT DARKNESS" because she has JOINED the other Churches in "KEY '73" in worshipping OUTSIDE of the OPEN DOOR "MOST HOLY PLACE" which is the Third Angel's Message= EW 254-6. Directly as well as indirectly = there are over 300 "PHILADELPHIAN" References for the 144,000. LAODICEA is only an OFFSHOOT BRANCH with NO FRUIT = ???

"Go ye OUT to meet Him!" Find the "PROCESSION" COL 406. The Wise do........ - 4 -
LAODICEANS." EW270.
EW 271=FOLLOWED BY: "LATTER RAIN...REFRESHING...LOUD CRY."
EW 271=DEFINITE "SEALING" = Top of Page = "LOUD CRY"
follows = Bottom of Page.

T8:297="The Lord calls for...THE STRAIGHT TESTIMONY...
As we do this, the POWER of the SPIRIT will COME
("EARLY RAIN!")...AWAKE!" (10 Virgin Parable.) p.298.
T8:302="The solemn MESSAGES that have been given IN
THEIR ORDER...The TESTIMONY...is to be borne TO THE
WORLD!" (The MIDNIGHT CRY "SWELLS INTO" the "LOUD CRY".)

WE COULD GO ON AND ON
but that should be enough to ESTABLISH that FACT! That
those who do not accept the "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY" =
MIDNIGHT CRY = "EARLY RAIN!" will have NO PART in the
"LATTER RAIN" = "LOUD CRY." These are "EVENTS" in their
"ORDER".

THE ADVENTIST LEADERSHIP

HATE this PARABLE perhaps MORE than any other one thing
= like the PHARISEES of Old = HATE the thought that
"THE TESTIMONY OF JESUS" will Call for FISHERMEN to
HEAD UP ANOTHER "MOVEMENT" shall "COME!" GC 464. 1884
GC 296. So they would like to put it in the PAST = or,
better yet = into LIMBO. We are Preparing to drop
Adventists - and turn to the World. As soon as SATAN
appears in PERSON in a Flying Saucer and brings the
SUNDAY LAW. All this in GC 624. The 10 Virgin Parable
calls for a CLEAN BREAK! At the SIGN. As those who fled
OUT of JERUSALEM the Holy City. This History to be Re-
peated. "...ANOTHER fulfillment, of which that terrible
Scene was but a faint Shadow...As He WARNED His Disci-
plers of JERUSALEM'S DESTRUCTION, giving them a SIGN of
the approaching RUIN that they might make their ESCAPE,
SO=HE=HAS=WARNED=

HIS PEOPLE (See what it says in your GC 37.)

SO=HE=HAS=WARNED=HIS=PEOPLE...that all who will may
FLEE!" 1884 GC 38. GC 37.

"JERUSALEM IS A REPRESENTATION

of what "THE CHURCH" will be if it refuses to walk in
the LIGHT that God has given...OUR CHURCHES...HAVE
FAILED...in the SAME TRACK as JERUSALEM." T8:67,52.
THIS = ACCORDING TO GROTHEER

IS A: "FICTIONAL CONCEPT!" p.2. "THE JEWISH EQUATION" (Part One)=XX=IV(April 1987.) The PHARISEES and SADDUCEES now appear to be in a FIGHT = but before this is over they will "UNITE!" = to persecute the Saints. That Day is right upon us.

OF MANY THIS IS NOW TRUE:

"We are living in the Last Days...and we may be SURPRISED at NOTHING in the line of APOSTASIES and DENIALS of the TRUTH...SHAMS in Pulpit Preachers... They will go on as did PHARAOH and NEBUCHADNEZZAR, until the Lord takes away their REASON, and their HEARTS become UNIMPRESSIBLE...their own RUIN" SM 2:147. NL 93. BC 4:1170. Is your mind STRAIGHT and CLEAR? Then THANK GOD! Not many are...

TWO DISTINCT PARTIES

(WISE and FOOLISH!) "...TWO DISTINCT PARTIES, formed from a COMPANY that was once UNITED.....MANY shall STUMBLE and FALL, and be BROKEN, and be SNARED...THE RUIN OF THIS CLASS IS CERTAIN..." BIND UP THE TESTIMONY..." BRISBIN 24. RH 5:341. Sept. 19, 1893. CONFEDERACIES will INCREASE...will create OPPOSING INFLUENCES to the TRUTH, forming NEW PARTIES of "PROFESSED" BELIEVERS, who will act out their own DELUSIVE THEORIES. The APOSTASY will INCREASE. "SOME shall DEPART from the FAITH...The TWO OPPOSING PARTIES will continue to exist till the Closing up of the Last Great Chapter in this World's History...MORE AND MORE DECIDED TESTIMONIES WILL COME..." SM 2:383. RH Aug. 5 1909.

ANTICHRIST

("YAHVISM" is "ANTICHRIST!"=RIGHT???) "All that have refused to be taught of GOD = hold the TRADITIONS of MEN. They AT LAST pass over on the SIDE of the ENEMY, AGAINST GOD, and are Written, "ANTICHRIST..." find in ANTICHRIST the center of their UNTON. While the TWO PARTIES stand in COLLISION =the Lord will appear." Series A:308. Special TM 312. "JESUS ...hath called you "OUT!" of DARKNESS into His marvelous LIGHT!" Series A:27. "FOOLISH VIRGINS...They cannot LIGHT their LAMPS and "JOIN" the PROCESSION." Series A:266.
WHAT A FIX!

Do not "JOIN" the "PROCESSION!" = do not give the "LOUD CRY!" It is as Simple as THAT! ONLY THE "WISE" = if "WISE" enough = to "LEAVE" the FOOLISH = can give the "LOUD CRY!" We do NOT encourage the IMPULSIVE and UNSTABLE = to break up Families = the Lord can look after this in many mysterious ways = perhaps call one AWAY to a good "JOB" = or go to help some one have a Baby = AND = NEVER = COME = BACK! (Or lay either one to Rest.) BUT = WE = DO = NOT = BELIEVE = a "SEALED" SAINT and one "LEFT" by the Lord FOREVER =

A="LEFT!" by the Holy Angels of God in the "SHAKING" Chapter = T1:181. (Look for 2 REASONS to be "LEFT!") EW 270.

B=Then follow them into "THE LAODICEAN CHURCH" CHAPTER and find WHY the FOOLISH cannot find any "OIL" to LIGHT their LAMPS in this Period as we consider "TIME=PLACE=CIRCUMSTANCES!" Both BRINSMED and FRITZ ALSETH paid NO ATTENTION to: (and did not actually believe in:)="GOD...does NOT spew them OUT...in a MOMENT. Said the Angel:"IF the Message had been of as SHORT DURATION as many of us SUPPOSED, there would have been NO TIME for them to DEVELOP(all 3 segments of the 1960 "AWAKENING" required "NO TIME!")...NO TIME for them to DEVELOP CHARACTER!...INDIVIDUALS are TESTED and PROVED a length of "TIME" to see...If any will NOT be PURIFIED through OBEYING the TRUTH, and OVERCOME their SELFISHNESS, their PRIDE, and EVIL PASSIONS...(THEN - first THEN:)=

"THE ANGELS OF GOD HAVE THE CHARGE:

"THEY are JOINED to their IDOLS, let them alone," and "they PASS ON to their Work, LEAVING THESE with their sinful traits UNSUBDUEd, to the CONTROL of EVIL ANGELS. ...(READ ON!)" T1:187,204,214. (LAODICEAN CHURCH CHAPTER.) T5:211-2. EW 44. 1884 GC 332,334,336,337-350,426,432, 441-2. GC 614.

WHEN POSSESSED BY THE DEVIL

will the "SEALED SAINTS" = still LIVE with them as though NOTHING-HAS-HAPPENED = ??? NOT-ON-YOUR-LIFE! This is NO LICENSE, however = for some to use this as an EXCUSE to SEEK AN AFFAIR = and LEAVE and want to come where YOU ARE = rather hit your Head with a SLEDGE
HAMMER! It will do you much less Harm! We do not break up Homes! Set up a Camp = and you will have that Kind come SWARMING wanting to get IN = you will have a Hard Time to keep them OUT! HOWEVER IT IS STILL TRUE:

"Now the RAYS of LIGHT penetrate EVERYWHERE, the TRUTH is seen in it's clearness, and the HONEST Children of God SEVERE the BANDS that have held them. FAMILY CONNECTIONS = CHURCH RELATIONS, are POWERLESS to stay them now. TRUTH is more precious that all besides." GC 612.

"HUGE INCREASE IN DEATHS FROM ASTHMA PUZZLES RESEARCHERS." = Grand Forks 'GAZETTE'(SHOPPER.)Feb.15 1988.p.3.
By Carolyn Hoskins. "A HUGE UNEXPLAINED INCREASE in Asthma deaths among people aged 15 to 34 ...a fourfold INCREASE... inexplicable 150 % rise in Hospital admissions for ASTHMA among children under age 15...SMOKING and FOOD ADDITIVES, may play a role... Similar findings have been reported in ENGLAND and WALES...SMOKING...INCREASED by as much as 50% in WOMEN aged 24-34...possible culprits...certain FOOD ADDITIVES, such as SULPHITES...has been INCREASING...possible OVERUSE of BRONCHODILATORS, the INHALERS to spray MEDICATION into their MOUTHS...acts like ADRENALINE and can irritate the HEART muscle, occasionally leading to FATAL HEART ATTACKS...might help them unravel the CAUSE of this ALARMING INCREASE." p.3. GRAND FORKS GAZETTE.

WHY DO WE PRINT THIS HERE?

BECAUSE...when the Medical Profession FIRST PROVED that SMOKING was the MAJOR CAUSE of LUNG CANCER(and naturally = "ASTHMA" and "EMPHYSEMA") = SMOKING FELL OFF = [for a while!] then, about a Year later = they smoked MORE THAN EVER! WHY? As the Children of Israel = AFTER being WARNED = and REJECTED the WARNING = were WORSE than the Heathen round about. NOT STRESSED BY ANY MINISTRY! = (A) REJECT LIGHT = be given NO MORE LIGHT = until they ACCEPT THE LIGHT = they already have. (B) REJECT LIGHT = go into DARKNESS "CORRESPONDING" to the LIGHT they REJECT!T1:231-2. T2:123. LS 271.(and 20 more!)

THEREFORE

look for ADVENTISTS to be the WORST DEVILS this World has ever seen. They will LEAD in setting up the "IMAGE
TO THE BEAST!" GC 444. They will go - as FAR as they can go = right into the "OMEGA!" SM 1:204-5. They will set up a "NEW ORGANIZATION" that we are NOT TO JOIN! SM 2:390."...find in ANTICHRIST the CENTER of their UNION. While the TWO PARTIES stand in COLLISION = the Lord will appear." Series A:308. "AMERICA, and especially Battle Creek (R&H and MEDICAL CENTER) ...where the GREATEST LIGHT from Heaven has been SHINING, can become the place of GREATEST PERIL and DARKNESS...LIGHT will be regarded as DARKNESS = and DARKNESS as LIGHT!" SPECIAL TM 122,124. (Out of Print.)

THE GUT-WRENCHING TRUTH!

People think they can just go along = associate themselves with the POPULAR CROWD= the MAJORITY = and HIDE IN THEIR SHADOW. Do little or no Studying of their own = DRIFT with other DRIFT = and not pay for it. BUT THAT IS THE WARNING = the MAJOR WARNING in these "1888 MATERI-ALS"= if you KNEW what to LOOK FOR = you would have seen it. That if you THINK you can IGNORE the LIGHT of the TRUTH = and you can come along whenever YOU PLEASE= like the DOG-VOMIT offered by RICHARDS=HEPPESTALL= PEASE=VENDEN=the "NEW THEOLOGY" and "LOVE UNLIMITED!" That God loves ALL men EVERYWHERE and as long (as MIKE CLUTE LASTS!) as long as LIFE LASTS = so they settle down in CARNAL SECURITY = until they WAKE UP some Time in the 7 Last Plagues - there is no WORSE "ABOMINAL DOCTRINE" any WORSE than THAT! Like these SMOKERS and HOMOS that reject the WARNING = and SMOKE and DEFILE THEMSELVES MORE THAN BEFORE THE WARNING. We know for a Fact - those who REJECT this LIGHT = will yet be "OUR MOST BITTER ENEMIES!" GC 608. Starting "NOW!" So before we turn to:

"THE 10 VIRGIN PARABLE"

we wanted you to have this WARNING."SATAN holds CONTROL ...PUFFED UP in their Fleshy MINDS...considers them his lawful Prey, and exercises his POWER upon them, and that against=their=WILL! When they wish to CONTROL THEMSELVES = they CANNOT!" T1:299. "...to RESIST the Powers of DARKNESS and to FREE themselves from SATAN'S SNARE(can you IMAGINE them taking out 4 pages on the "SNARES OF SATAN" = 1884 GC 337 to 340. (FOUND MISSING! in your Book = GC 518.) "...to FREE themselves from SATAN'S SNARE, it is NOT an easy matter...he claims them...CONFESS their WRONGS, ANGELS who excel in
strength will prevail and WRENCH them from the Power of the EVIL ANGELS. (If Probation is still OPEN for them.) T1:299 to 301.

OTHERWISE

they will be found CHASING WOMEN = and WOMEN chasing MEN = the WARNING in these 1888 Messages was - SICKNESS=DISEASE(1988 "AIDS?!") would come upon THEM and their FAMILIES. "...come in and think they know EVERYTHING. They take things made READY to their HAND, SWELL into GREAT PROPORTIONS...(And have we seen it!) ...WEAK in MORAL POWER, clouding your DISCERNMENT...
"Those who GATHER NOT with ME = SCATTER abroad." ...mistaken PHANTOMS for REALITIES...the Lord would come in to their FAMILIES...with AFFLICTION and DEATH unless they stood FIRM..." 1888 M:789,792,848.

AND WHAT ELSE?

Would not Sell her Books = sold "BIBLE READINGS" in stead. 1888 M:769,651 to 664, 679 to 681, 772,802 to 809, 872. Then getting so full of AMBITIOUS PRIDE = that they Pay: "SUPREME HOMAGE to "SCIENCE FALELY SO-CALLED" + (STANDISH-WILSON BUYING 10 HOSPITALS=AT=A =TIME! GOING "HOSPITAL-CRAZY!" =running this people into a 2 BILLION $ DEBT! Not only will they NEVER pay it off = not only will they hold YOU liable for the DEBT=by your very MEMBER-SHIP that will NOT go Thru!). .. except to "HELL!" = RH August 1, 1893. "...WILL NOT BE THE LEADERS THEN...HE CANNOT USE THEM...in the SHAKING, TESTING TIME...When Trees without FRUIT are CUT DOWN..." T5:80-1. Those who BOUGHT or BUILT THESE WHITE ELEPHANTS are: "...WITHOUT UNDERSTANDING." Ev.406. 1903.

WILL ROSS(ROGERITE) DREAM

"The MINISTERS should not feel that "THEY" have some wonderful advanced IDEAS, and unless "ALL" receive these, "THEY" will be shaken "OUT" AND=A=PEOPLE=WILL= "ARISE" to go "FORWARD" and "UPWARD" to the VICTORY! ...run ahead of Christ and do the Work that He has NEVER ENTRUSTED to "THEIR" hand(TIME-SETTING!) = as when they REMAIN in the LAODICEAN STATE...IN NEED(?) OF "NOTHING!" THE TWO CLASSES are equally STUMBLING BLOCKS...they do not themselves know what they are talking about...FAITH is confounded with FANCY..." SM 1:180. 1890.

"...LOVE UNLIMITED?"
"...in their FRAUD and INSOLENCE men will reach a Point that the Lord will NOT permit them to Pass, and they will learn that there is a "LIMIT" to the forbearance of JEHovah. (NOT "YAHWEH!") JEHovah. The scene that NEXT passed before me was an alarm of "FIRE!"...when the Lord's time comes...NO EARTHLY POWER can stay the Hand of God. NO MATERIAL can be used in the erection of BUILDINGS that will preserve them from DESTRUCTION=WHEN =GOD'S=APPOINTED=TIME=COMES to send retribution on men for their DISREGARD of HIS LAW and their SELFISH AMBI- TION...just before Christ's Second Coming....FEARFUL TESTS and TRIALS...THE SPIRIT OF WAR is stirring the Nations from one End of the Earth to the other. BUT IN THE MIDST of the TIME of TROUBLE...GOD'S CHOSEN PEOPLE will stand UNMOVED. SATAN and his Host CANNOT=DESTROY= THEM..." T9:12 to 17. "THE LAST CRISIS." 1904-1909.

THE SECRET TO SALVATION IS TO ACCEPT THE MESSAGES IN THEIR ORDER:

(1) 11th. HOUR CALL. (2) MIDNIGHT CRY. (3) LOUD CRY.

THE 10 VIRGIN PARABLE = a SPLIT between WISE and FOOLISH must come BEFORE the "LOUD CRY." SINCE the 10 VIRGIN CHURCH are ALL "ASLEEP" their Case is HOPELESS. There is only ONE REMEDY. ONE HOUR BEFORE "MIDNIGHT" = the "11th. HOUR" LABORERS are CALLED to WAKE UP the CHURCH in MIDNIGHT DARKNESS - IMPENETRABLE. Some think they can "PENETRATE" that DARKNESS = but it is still Written: "IMPENETRABLE!!" There is only ONE REMEDY = LET US TURN TO THE "10 VIRGIN PARABLE"

TO FIND OUT = GOD BLESS YOU.

THE PUBLISHERS.

POSTSCRIPT

"1888 MATERIALS"= as we come to the End of Book 2 = and then start at the BEGINNING of Book 3 = we really come into a MAZE of TESTIMONIES that FEW did UNDERSTAND CORRECTLY from a Tid-Bit "MS" or "MANUSCRIPT" = or "MSS" = taken OUT=OF=CONTEXT and placed HERE = THERE = and EVERYWHERE! A FEW OF US = waded through the DARKNESS and saw a GLIMMER of "LIGHT!!" = but were immediately CUT DOWN! and RIDICULED and REVILED and SILENCED! HUNDREDS = THOUSANDS WERE. Told they were "DEALING IN THE NEGA- TIVE!" THE COMMANDMENTS OF GOD ARE "NEGATIVE" according
to the PSYCHOLOGISTS of the WORLD = "THOU SHALT NOT..."

FOLLOW THE WORLD

LIVE like the World = THINK like the World = PLAN like the World = DRESS like the World = KEEP the CUSTOMS of the World = and End up in a POSITIVE HEAP in SUICIDE=INSANITY=HOPELESSNESS=SICKNESS and DEATH! VERY, VERY = "NEGATIVE!"

DEALING IN THE POSITIVE

EVERY ONE OF US = will have a hard Battle to Fight = to keep 2 Facts in Mind: (And we will NEVER understand the Truth that will Save us - without this "LIGHT!")

A=The "WORLD" lieth in DARKNESS =even "GROSS DARKNESS."

100 References.

B=The "CHURCH" is in "DARKNESS" = in ONE BOOK ALONE! = "1888 MATERIALS" BOOK 2: 500, 519, 639, 668, 695, 702, 704, 710, 718, 905, 906, 912, 914. (And that is not even ONE= TENTH of them!)

C=So let's quit KIDDING ourselves = let's quit FOOLING ourselves = HOLD=TO=IT! KNOW for a CERTAINTY that not only is that "CHURCH" in "DARKNESS" = but it is "MIDNIGHT DARKNESS" and more than that = this DARKNESS is so DENSE = it is "IMPENETRABLE!" So we see them HURLING themselves against that BRICK WALL = we see them laying in a HEAP = but they made NO DENT! Like whitened Sepulchers = BEAUTIFUL indeed WITHOUT = but FULL of DEADMAN'S BONES WITHIN = and no SLAPPING the WHITENWASH BRUSH will Help. So when you read a Statement =

that some go "OUT" in "DARKNESS." And you see a "CHURCH" in BRILLIANT "LIGHT!" The LEADERSHIP TRUE and HONEST = holding forth the TRUE LIGHT of the THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE = and every one that goes "OUT!" of that BRILLIANTLY LIGHTED CHURCH = must be the VILEST of the VILE and certainly BEYOND HOPE!

BUT WHAT IF THE BLIND

are leading the "BLIND" = unable to discern what is "LIGHT" or what is "DARKNESS" = and 500 References tell us this "SYNAGOGUE" is in "MIDNIGHT DARKNESS = IMPENETRABLE!" Are you a "BELIEVER?" or not? IF YOU GET THAT STRAIGHT = and UNDERSTAND that the LAST MESSAGE to the LAST CHURCH = is "Go ye OUT to meet Him!" and not WAFFLE with the GROTHEERS who try to bring in Matt.25:1

"Go ye FORTH to meet Him!" = which was 1844 = but AFTER that we have a "TARRYING=SLEEPING=DREAMING TIME" = from
1844 to 1988 = and if they keep on SLEEPING and DREAMING= they will make:"SHIPWRECK!" 1888 M3:919. And Pile up on the "ROCKS!" = SM 2:128. 1893. Unless we stay awake "DAILY!" = 1888 M3:922 (and 200 MORE!) = and: "...will get a PEACE" which will pass into the SLUMBER of "DEATH!" 1888 M3:930. "...(AS) did the JEWS!" 1888 M3:931. (SAME THOUGHT = NEXT PAGE!) Now how can you be "LIKE" the "JEWS!" = 1888 M2:517,522,528,529,532,541,555,572,574,579,588,589,599,628,632,695,699,700,718,834,906,911,912,915,916. And suffer the Fate of that "UNHOLY CITY!" = DA 635,626-634,739. (KNOWING that they took the NAME of "JEW" out of DA 628(some Books 629.) CHECK ORIGINAL RH 3:336-8,343-4,632-3. RH 4:156,341-2.

SO THERE IS ONLY ONE REMEDY:
A "CRY!" at MIDNIGHT = Matter.25:6 and THEN the Message is NOT: "GO YE FORTH!" but "GO YE "OUT" = "OUT" = "OUT!" (If you can't give it RIGHT = do not PRESUME to give it at ALL!) THE LORD CALLS THOSE WHO ARE:"HONEST!" = find them in EW 261,69. The HONEST will UNDERSTAND the 3 CALLS = Matt. 21:43. 8:11,12. 22:2-14. Luke 14:16-24.

1888 MATERIALS BOOK 3:
as we open the Book we find: "THE VISION AT SALAMANCA." Perhaps NOTHING has caught the Attention of this people as that "VISION." NOW=FOR=THE=FIRST=TIME we can rightly EVALUATE it if we read the 2 1888 BOOKS FIRST to get the "CONTEXT" in which this "SALAMANCA VISION" was given and see how it was CUT UP! MIXED UP! CHEWED UP! CORRECTED! PLASTERED! TORN UP! HEATED! BOILED! DRAWN and QUARTERED! WATERED DOWN! THIS ONE VISION - 1888 M3:917 to 949 is WORTH the PRICE of this Set of 4 Books = WHITE ESTATE = $34.95 US. (Better get 2 Sets as only 2,000 Printed.) We will go into this, the Lord willing.

KEEP ON THE LIST.

WATCH FOR CHANGES OF ADDRESS.
BULLETIN BOARD

2 HOUR VIDEO TAPE made in OSHAWA ONTARIO = CANADA. Was tied up for MONTHS = the Company would not answer our Letters. They were "LOST." Viola Lemon sent us her Copies = they are now about to be Processed and you should have yours soon. Sorry for the delay. The Price is the same = $25.00 US. Beta or VHS. [PRICE SUGGESTIVE.]

CHARTS: We are sending out some CHARTS (made 30 Years ago) NO CHANGES NEEDED TO BE MADE for "EVENTS IN THEIR ORDER" It is surprising how well the CHARTS held out for 30 yrs. We did not send them sooner as we wanted a SUGGESTIVE COLOR INDEX to go with them. We will attend to it soon. ANYONE HAVE THE TIME TO COLOR CHARTS FOR US? The CHART comes to Life when COLORED. $10.00 US. (Not Colored.) (About 2 feet by 8 feet.) We plan on putting out a smaller CHART = in fact = 2 of them. The Lord willing.

MANKS "CAUSE OF CANCER" TRACTS being printed now. 20,000.

"PREFACE TO THE "10 VIRGIN PARABLE" = 1888 to 1988. In the Process of being printed now. 10,000.

"10 VIRGIN PARABLE" Series #(6)=now in the Hands of the Printer. Those who have seen it say it is entirely "NEW." Took MONTHS to set up the Type. Each one Cost us over $1.00 before Mailing. 10,000.

WE PROPOSE

To put the 2 or 3 Items above into individual ENVELOPES and Mail the "SPECIAL LIST" = 6 to 10 ENVELOPES ready for you to MAIL to "SPECIAL" Names = those who have taken the FIRST STEP = HEALTH REFORM.

Choose them Wisely. Do it as soon as you can.
ALSO: Send us the NAMES of those who should receive one. Let the LEADERSHIP and their STOOGES rant and rave =

THIS IS THE LAST MESSAGE.

THE PUBLISHERS.

[All prices suggestive = say so and we will send you one.] [FREE.]

(OR FREE LOAN)